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nke van Zyl
I am a young, passionate interior designer who grew up on a farm in 
the heart of the West Coast. For as long as I can remember, I've had 
this innate love for renovating spaces, bringing them to life, and infus-
ing them with love. What keeps me going in this field is the incredible 
feeling of satisfaction when I see a project's final result – something 
only a designer truly understands. I thrive on creativity, and I absolute-
ly love crafting unique, one-of-a-kind spaces.

IG - vanzyl_interior
Email - ankevanzyll@gmail.com
0810191832
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“Good design is a language, not a style.”
 - Massimo Vignelli
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01.
Fernwood
House Bennett | Knysna

The Bennett family consists of Mark (42), Elzette (42), Joe (10), Neve & Kaye (twins of 
7) and Bailey the Beagle.   
 The erf that the home will be built on is rectangularly shaped, generously sized and  The erf that the home will be built on is rectangularly shaped, generously sized and 
with a gentle gradient posing no real building challenges. The highlight of the erf are 
the views ahead of gentle rolling hills with limited sea views above same. An even 
more impressive view is when one rotates 45° to the right (north-westward) which 
brings into view the beautiful Knysna lagoon. It is this lagoon view that the owners 
cherish and would like to maximise, particularly from the entertainment area(s) and 
main bedroom, if possible. When standing on the erf and looking ahead to the rolling 
hills and sea, a home has already been built on the erf to the left (no. 23), which has 
fortunately been positioned furthest away from our plot, being no. 24. As can be seen 
from the cadastral, the building line of the erf to the right (no. 25) is fortunately 
aligned to the right of the erf and therefore also furthest away from our erf. A double 
story or split-level modern farmhouse / winelands style home of roughly 400 – 450 
sqm under roof. Charcoal IBR type roof sheeting is preferred. Outdoor living space 
with a pool of approximately 15 – 18sqm. Ideally, a generous drive-way to park 4 
cars (in addition to 3 x garage parking).  Maximum use of solar energy and under-
ground water tanks.  ground water tanks.  
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Exterior of the Bennett house. A farmhouse style exterior build. Chromadek in charcoal grey is used for the roof. Burmese beige paint for the 
walls and desert sandstone cladding from Artmar for exterior cladding. Fynbos fauna landscaping.
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Master bedroom perspectives. Decorated with farm style decor, lighting and furniture. The sage green panelling behind the bed and he stone 
cladded fireplace adds to the aesthetic of the style. A few planters, rugs and photo frames gives the space a serene mood.
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Master bathroom perspectives. The bathroom has a 
white interior that gives a clean and fresh look to 
the space. 
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Master bathroom



Kids bedroom. The room has a country feel featuring a geometric wallpaper from Hertex and charcoal panel-
ling to add a layer of decor. Light timber and warm colours were used.
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Kids bathroom



Kitchen. The design has a farmhouse style decorated with pendants, LED lighting and beautiful Smeg appliances. The cabinets is a 
light grey from PG Bison in the colour Folkstone grey with the counter tops in Blanco pewter from Eezi quartz.
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Entertainment area. This area has a open floor plan that connects the lounge and dining 
with the kitchen while still being separate and keeps a cohesive feeling.
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Entertainment areas. The patio, braai with bar counter 
and lounge
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Back view of patio & pool area



Fernwood materials board
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02.
Boxed
Apartment van Zyl | Cape Town

Choose a site in the Cape Town City bowl. You can chose from the following: Bo Kaap, 
Cape Town Central, De Waterkant, Devils Peak, Foreshore, Gardens, Higgovale, 
Kloof Nek, Oranjezicht, Salt River, Tamboerskloof, University Estate, V&A Waterfront, 
Vredehoek, Walmer Estate, Woodstock or Zonnebloem. You have the option to posi-
tion your building between two existing buildings or you can demolish an existing 
structure to make space for your building on a specific site. The property is character-
ized by its elongated and narrow shape, with its entrance located at the shorter end 

yourself living alone / with family / friends / a partner. The structure : The internal di-
mensions of the rectangular space are 4500 mm x 11000 mm. The space consists of 
a ground floor, first floor, second floor, and a rooftop garden. Depending on the 
chosen site, the building can be connected to another building on both sides or at least 
on one side. Access to the building is only available from the front, but you have the 
option to include a small courtyard space at the back. However, you are free to ma-
nipulate, rework, or completely redesign the structure to match the interior style, as 
long as you remain within the given parameters. Additionally, you are allowed to 
create openings in the building to incorporate windows, balconies, skylights, and 
doors.
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Lounge & Kitchen. These spaces has a white interior with elements of minimalism like concrete, timber, 
marble and brass.
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Second floor
An open closet, en-suite with a balcony and a big modern 

bedroom with a fireplace and comfortable seating.

Rooftop
A fire pit with comfortable seating and a film projector with a mini bar 
surrounded by bougainvilleas and lavenders.

First floor
An at home interior design studio with a coffee station, a separate 
office and a balcony.

Ground floor
Upon entry you have the lounge, leading you into 

the kitchen and courtyard.
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Section view of all levels of the house
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Main office



Interior design studio & Kitchenette with coffee station. These areas are designed to accommodate a small team of de-
signers and the equipment needed.
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Bedroom, walk in closet & en-suite.
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Rooftop mini bar, film projector & outdoor fire pit. This space was designed to entertain friends and family. 
The space is surrounded by a colourful landscape which contrasts the crisp white upholsterd furniture.



Apartment van Zyl materials board
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05.
Boxwood
The globetrotter | Cape Town

Run a competition with Design Time students whereby they put together a design scope 
for the city block fronting Strand, Loop, and Bree Street. Think residential conversion, 
new offices, campus, hotel, hostel etc – the world is your oyster. Main objective – be 
creative/quirky/different and to not play it safe. Things to think about : the greater 
CBD - What does it need? Who lives there? Who is the target market? Parking require-
ments (5 floors of parking will be added). Heritage requirements – bergastan façade 
structure remain as is (but can be painted) What to include : Concept – and why you 
choose it. Concept name of building and a reason for it. Façade design (exterior 
design). Matrix entrance lobby design and concept floor.
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Rooftop pool & seating
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Close up perspectives of bar and booth seating
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Rooftop bar and seating
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Top view of rooftop bar, pool, seating & garden





















07.
Cube developers
On Q | De Waterkant

On Q. cube’s 12th development, is situated on the localized streets of De Wa-
terkant CUBE Developers are looking for 3 beautifully designed and curated 
show apartments’ in order for clients to select their chosen model for purchase. 
Your task is to design one of three ‘show apartments’. Research the following in-
terior design aesthetics and select one style. This aesthetic will govern your inte-
rior scheme broadly and must be carefully considered when designing your 
kitchen, bathroom, and cabinetry detail. Styles to choose from: classical, con-
temporary or minimalist. project requirements : An open plan living / dining / 
kitchen area, 1 x main bedroom, 1 x bathroom, BIC. Limitations : You have the 
freedom to design the layout of the internal space, bearing in mind your 

free to change the location of your front door, anywhere along its existing wall.
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Lounge with fireplace.
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Bedroom and hallway with study and extra storage.
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Bathroom & kitchen



08.
Decorex chair 
Chair collections| Cape Town

We are excited to challenge you to create a signature chair that incorporates 
the 5 R’s (reduce, reuse, recycle, repurpose, and refuse)in your design process. 
This is an opportunity for you to showcase your commitment to promoting sus-
tainable design while creating beautiful and economically viable solutions. We 
will then showcase these chairs at a restaurant seating area at Decorex in Cape 
Town and Johannesburg. This is a unique opportunity to showcase your design 
skills, promote your commitment to sustainability, and gain exposure through 
media coverage and promotion on the Decorex platforms. We look forward to 
receiving your submissions and selecting the winning chair design for this excit-
ing project. Design requirements : The chair must be made primarily from waste 
materials, such as recycled plastics, reclaimed wood, upcycled textiles, or other 
repurposed waste materials. The use of eco-friendly production techniques and 
processes is encouraged. The chair must be fully functional and suitable for use 
as seating in a restaurant area. It should provide comfort, stability, and durabil-
ity, and be able to withstand regular use by restaurant patrons. The chair should 
have an attractive and innovative design that showcases the creative use of 
waste materials. It should be visually appealing and complement the overall 
aesthetic of a restaurant space. The chair should demonstrate a commitment to 
sustainable design principles, such as reducing waste, promoting recycling, and 
minimizing the environmental impact of production processes. The use of 
non-toxic materials and finishes is encouraged.
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The fluted postal chair collection | I designed this chair as a way to utilise paper waste. The fluted postal chair is made from recycled paper rolls tra-
ditionally used to transport art and other paper items via the postal services. The seat cushion is made up of melted and compressed rubber offcuts. 
The paper rolls are glued together with eco friendly glue making this the perfect way to give a new life to these disregarded materials. 
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Connect for nature collection | For this chair collection I wanted a wide range of chairs that is made of recycled plastic and cork. This collection 
has a modern and sophisticated look, while still being eco friendly- and sustainable.



09.
Object design
Puzzle flower vase | Cape Town

Candlestick holders and vases are currently on trend and can be seen all over 
social media. There is however a gap in the Design and Décor industry for acryl-
ic candle holders/vases and décor and design enthusiasts around the country 
need your designs in order to bring new life to their boring table settings. Your 
challenge is to design a candlestick holder / vase with a maximum height of 
300mm and a maximum width of 70 mm. Note : Your holder van only consist of 
acrylic / perspective but can be any colour and shape of your choice.
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Puzzle flower vase | For my vase design , I have created a versatile and unique multi-purpose product that consists of two com-
ponents. These components have the same shape but vary in height. The two separate components acts as a puzzle ,allowing 
you to personalize your space with a one-of-a-kind decorative piece. The material utilized in the creation of this vase is a care-
fully sourced and manufactured white pearl acrylic, provided by the company Clear Design.
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10.
Technical working drawings
Office meeting rooms

Technical working drawings for new office meeting rooms. The working drawing 
package consists of the following | General layout, new build work, data & 
electrical, lighting , floor finishes layout and door and window schedules.
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New meeting rooms floor plan | General layout
Scale NTS
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New meeting rooms floor plan | New build work
Scale NTS
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New meeting rooms floor plan |Data & Electrical
Scale NTS
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New meeting rooms floor plan | Lighting
Scale NTS
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New meeting rooms floor plan | Floor finishes layout
Scale NTS
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New meeting rooms floor plan | Door and window schedules
Scale NTS



THANK YOU!
SEE YOU SOON :)
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